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Arts & crafts festival
planned for 'Fourth'
By SHEILA LAM
A war with England.
A
declaration of independence. The
first draft of a national constitution.
In 1776, these three events laid the
foundation for a nation built upon
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness": th,e United States of
America.
Today, 200 years later, man has
landed on the moon, blacks and
women have fought for equal rights,
and for the first time an American
president has resigned.

'M n dersta n ding

the revolution9
But the real challenge of the
American Bicentennial and that of
its celebration is to more fully understand the American Revolution
and "working toward making it
more a reality," according to Dr.
Raymond Dingledine, chairman of
Madison's history department.
So to celebrate the 200th anniversary of American independence in 1974, the Harrisonburg City Council and the
Rockingham County Board of
Supervisors appointed about 20
persons interested in U.S. history to
serve on a local bicentennial
commission.
This year the local bicentennial
association, in cooperation with the
Harrisonburg Department of Parks
and Recreation, will sponsor a
traditional crafts festival, which will
"demonstrate how colonial people
lives," according to Dingledine.
The festival will be held Saturday,
July 3 from 10 a.m.—6 p.m. and
Sunday, July 4 from 11 a.m.—4 p.m.
No admission will be charged.

Cabinet makers, potters, gunsmiths, weavers, and many other
craftsmen from all parts of the
United States will be on hand.
The festival was organized by
John Heatwole. Heatwole, a craftsman interested in colonial craftwork and a member of the Virginia
Craftsmen, Inc., established a
nationwide contract with artisans.
They agreed to participate in the
valley's bicentennial celebration
because it was not a commercial
device but an activity honoring the
U.S., according to
Dingledine.
The Harrisonburg-Rockingham
County Independence Bicentennial
Commission was formed to better
educate
Shenandoah
Valley
residents about the nation's past
history and to contribute to a
"greater understanding of the
revolutionary period," according to
Dingledine, a member of the
commission.
The organization consists of a
cross-section of local high school
students, college faculty members,
and members of local historical
'societies, Dingledine said.
The chairman of Madison's
history department said the college
also formed a bicentennial
organization during the '75'76
academic year. He said this
organization focused on "all of
American history, all of our past"
with emphasis on the life of James
Madison, the college's namesake.
The program of the Madison
College Independence Bicentennial
Committee, composed of selected
faculty members and students,
included such events as guest
speakers, offering bicentennial
courses, and sponsoring performances of American plays.

110 in the shade
"Old Hannah" looks down
over Madison College in the
Shenandoah Valley. Though
much change has occurred
below, this sky-wanderer has

remained untouched, perhaps
underscoring the paradox of
"200-long years" In a mutibillion year universe.
PDotO by WALT MORGAN

Student black belt gives karate lessons
Free school avoids 'prostituting the art':
By
PAULA
MERGENHAGEN
While most students are
concentrating their energies
solely on studies or work, one
Madison sophomore has
supplemented these with an
unusual sideline— teaching
karate.
Jeff Hoover has been giving
karate lessons at Madison for
four years, even while he was
in high school.
The remarkable thing is
that he has been giving these
lessons free of charge. This
service he performs because
he feels that too many people
have been "prostituting the
art" by charging extravagant
prices for lessons. He simply
has too great a love and appreciation for karate to want
it commercialized.
Hoover, who offers lessons
every Tuesday and Thursday
nights this summer in Godwin
217. attempts to "teach to the
ability of the individual." He
offers the student a general

background in karate and
teaches basic self-defense
techniques that are necessary
for a mastery of the art. These
techniques are taught "as
quickly as the individual can
obtain them."

When he first began taking
lessons, they cost $4 a month.
Now prices run about $30 a
month at many professional
schools. This is a factor which
may drive many potential
students away.

*a lifetime skill9
Hoover teaches Goju ryu, an
Okinawan system of karate,
which is only one of some 800
other types. Goju ryu is a soft
system which redirects an
opponent's force rather than
applying the strong direct
force of a hard system, such
as Tae Kwon Do.
Hoover, a native and lifelong resident of Harrisonburg,
began studying karate eight
years ago under the instruction of Donald Riddle, a
second degree black belt. He
says that he always "had a
fascination" with the martial'
arts and had seen them
demonstrated on TV..

The beginning karate
student starts out with a white
belt. In about two years,
Hoover says, he can progress
to a green belt. An additional
year can result in a brown
belt. After another one to one
and a half years, the first
degree black belt can be
achieved, the position Hoover
reached three years-ago.
From there, one improves
by degrees. There is never an
ultimate, and Hoover knows of
only one tenth degree "grand
master" of karate in the
world. Still, within four to five
years, one can obtain a black
belt.

generally has a sizeable
This summer, the young
turnout of perhaps 50
instructor has only one pupil
students, but usually only 5 or
and welcomes anyone else
10 remain with him until the
interested. Being of moderate
end of the year. For one thing,
build himself <5'9" and 150
he says, it's usually more
lbs.), he believes that size is
work
than they expected.
not a necessary prerequisite
This
coming year, he will be
for achievement, especially in
teaching
on Monday and
Goju ryu. For this reason,
Wednesday
nights in Godwin.
women should not feel left out.
.
Hopefully,
three
others will be
In fact, Hoover says that he
assisting him— two black
has often found girls to be
belts and a brown belt.
"better students" because
What could one expect to
they are more flexible.
learn
at his first lesson?
Generally he feels they are
Hoover
usually teaches the
better in technique and form,
novice
basic exercises,
if not in strength.
punches, blocking, and selfIn addition, students need . defense techniques.
no special uniform for his
What could one learn after a
classes— any kind of comyear of ins'.ruction? Hoover
fortable clothing will do.
feels that one would be
Besides being a karate
prepared t'. defend himself—
instructor. Hoover also
to neutralze the attacker and
manages to work 40 hours a
then^rur.. But, whatever you
week for Building and
want from karate— selfGrounds, holds down an addefense, self-discipline, or
ditional job at the Roth
exercise— it's an ongoing
Theater, and works out five
process and, according to one
nights a week.
who teaches it. "a lifetime
During the school year, he
skill."
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Bring back the brass
By Frank H.Rathbun
What ever happened to the good ole days when our
various political parties gave their respective
nominations to men who gained their notoriety because
of "services above and beyond the call of duty?"
It seems that both parties have decided against this
unbeatable formula for the 1976 Bicentennial elections.
This year the voting public will not be given the chance
to cast their ballot for a "military hero." and I'm just
sick about it.
Instead, we will probably be given the choice between
a peanut farmer from Georgia on the Democratic ticket
and either a former Congressman from Michigan or a
former star of stage and screen on the Republican
ticket.
The Federalist party started the military hero trend
when they dutifully gave their support to George
Washington, who led our men into battle against the
British while at the same time claiming loyalty to the
British King.
Since its inception, the Republican party has given its
nomination to war heroes anytime the opportunity
existed.
Our 18th President. U.S. Grant was there when his
party called. So was Dwight D. Eisenhower, who
courageously commanded the allied forces in Europe
during World War II. And last, but not least, Richard
Nixon answered his party's call. Though not actually
considered a "war hero," Nixon was, nonetheless, a
Captain in the United States Navy, a fact the Navy
should now be attempting to disavow.
The Whigs also gave one of their Presidential
nominations to a man of military stature. Who hasn't
read about "Tippecanoe and Tyler too?" Oh, those were
the good ole days.
And then there's John Kennedy, who has the distinct
honor of being the only military failure to gain the
highest office in the land. It must be mentioned at this
point, that keeping vehicles, of any sort, above water is
not a Kennedy family strength. Fortunately, both John
and his brother, Teddy, were well versed in the art of
swimming.
Even the short-lived Bull Moose party got into the
action. They gave their dubious nomination to Teddy
Roosevelt, the man who alledgedly led the charge up, or
was it down, San Juan bill during that crucial battle in
the Spanish-American War.
But, as I mentioned before, we, the voting public, in
our Bicentennial Year, at that, may be stuck with a
choice between a farmer and an actor or a klutz.
I really don't think that most of us are going to sleep
very well wtih any of them at the helm. There's a certain security in a President when one knows that he has
proven himself capable of making quick decisions in
times of crises.
None of the three potential Presidents strikes me as
being the kind of man able to make those crucial snap
decisions if the occasion arises. And, in this increasingly
violent world that is a dangerous proposition.
It surprises me that neither party bothered to look
into the possibility of nominating Lieutenant William
Calley. He is, after all, the most well known personality
that came out of the Vietnam War.
Since it.s too late for him to get a major party
nomination maybe one of the nominees will give some
serious thought to selecting Calley as a running mate. If
Calley doesn.t fit the bill maybe they could consider
William Scott .
Bombs away.
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'Uncommon Sense

'I read the news today, oh boy'
By Roger WellsNow that James Middle-name Carter has
pretty well sewed up his party's nomination, it
might be interesting to think ahead several
months and envision what it would be like on
his first day in office. Carter, who conducted
what Time magazine would call a sensational
campaign, is now faced with the responsibility
of the world's most powerful office.
We join Jimmy, as he likes to be called, in
the Oval Office of the White House.
"Way down upon the Sewanee River..." he
falsettoed in his best mulatto. A knock at the
door interrupted his number.
"Oh, come in. Do come in," he grinned and
did a quick kick as the door opened.
In walked a small anemic man with a
platinum-plus-plus shave, dressed in nondescript Sears Roebuck. "Mr. Carter," he said
timidly, "it's that time you know."

'Far from the
old folks at home*

"...freedom ol the press, as on* of tht great bulwarks of liberty,
shall b* inviolable..."
James Madison

Frank Rathbun
Roger Wells
MANAGING EDITOR
EDITOR
Photos Walt Morgan; Ad Sales Greg Hodge;
Production Jim Morgan;
Advisor Dave
Wendelken.
The Breeze encourages letter* to the editor on topics dealing
with the Madison campus and community. All letters must be
signed and Include phone or box number and may be addressed
to The Breeze, Zirkte House. Longer letters may be used as a
guestspot at the discretion of the editor. All letters must be typed
and will be edited at the discretion of the editor.
Letters, columns and reviews reflect the opinion of their
authors only. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Breeze
editors. All material submitted is subject to editing at the
discretion of the editor.
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"Where are we campaigning today?" he said
matter-of-factly.
"We're not campaigning, sir. You've
already won the election."
"What. Why didn't someone tell me?" His
grin wrinkles dissolved into frown wrinkles.
"We tried to. But you were so worn out after
three years of seeking the presidency that we
couldn't get through to you."
"Oh. Well goodie. But what am I supposed to
do?"
"Well today is the day you name your vicepresident."
"Didn't we do that at the convention?" asked
the President.
"We were supposed to. But you convinced
the party that you couldn't know who would
make a good veep until after you were in office."
"Okay. Well go on and tell them who my
choice is. Can't you see I'm getting ready for
the Peachtree Festival... 'Far from the old
folks at home.'"
"But we don't know who."
That old-Carter look returned, and the little
man feared that his boss was angry.
"Well who looks good?" Carter asked.
"In tux or drag?" said his agent trying a
little humor.
Carter became furious.
"Don't makefun of this." he shrieked. "I am
the President. This is a serious matter. Why
are you peons such nincompoops? I had to put
up with you when I was the candidate, and now
you're still around when I am the President."
"Well, Jimmy..."
"It's Mister Jimmy. Now who would be a
good houseboy."
"We could give it to Jerry Brown. He's a
. determined little son-of-a-peanut-shell."
Yes, he could help us win California in 1980.

But he got on my nerves once too often."
"Then again there's Frank Church."
"Church, a fine, upstanding name, oops I
mean man. He might be a good one to have
around. But I really want someone more
sympathetic to my views. Let's put this off for
a while. What do I do next?"
"You meet with the Secretary of State in two
hours."
"I thought we were getting rid of Kissinger."
"We did. You're meeting with Marvin
Mandell of Maryland. You promised him the
job."
"I always wondered why he learned to like
me so quickly. But I thought the job was
Daley's."
"No. You made him head of the C.I.A., the
F.B.I., and the Society of Sanitation Workers
and Vote-Counters. Perhaps you better get
ready for your press conference."
"What kind of questions do you think I'll be
asked?"
"Oh, the usual," replied the little man.
"What you'll do about detente, how you plan to
reduce the federal bureaucracy while increasing federal responsibility, and why you
named the Masters Tournament as a national
treasure."
"You mean I forgot the Braves?"
"Er. I'll make a note of that. Now about the
economy, they will probably ask you if you're
supporting Plan x or opposing Plan X."
"What did the polls show in November?"
"Half your supporters thought you favored
Plan X, while only 40 per cent thought you
opposed Plan X."
"Then I'm all for it. Majority rules, you
know."
Just then a telephone rang from somewhere
in the office.
"Where in Lester Maddox is that coming
from," the President remarked.
"Under here sir," said the press secretary
handing Carter the phone. "It seems to be a
littly dusty; probably hasn't been used for a
long time."
Carter took the phone.
"Hello...where.. SanClemente ..yes, we
have an opening...experience, political savvy...oh, forgive and forget by all means...no
questions asked...just leave your application
with my agent in L.A...pseudonym...you're
kidding. ..Chambers Whittaker...how
clever...papa would have liked that..."

..........
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No reason given:

Communication Arts M.A. request denied
no idea what criteria they
used to determine that the
program belonged at VCU
rather than Madison."
"The significance of this is
that the State Council, which
is supposed to be a coordinating body, has taken
action to shape the nature of
the institution," said McConkey. "The State Council
has made a decision on which
institution ought to have a
program rather than follow
the natural development for
each institution."
One of the purposes of the
State Council is to avoid unnecessary duplication of a
small program at several
colleges.

By DWAYNE YANCEY
A request by the Madison
College communication arts
department for a master's
program has been turned
down by the State Council of
Higher Educatipn.
A similiar request by
Virginia Commonwealth
University in Richmond was
approved this spring.
No reason was given for the
denial, said Dr. Donald McConkey, chairman of the
communication arts department.
Madison's letter of request
was submitted to the State
Council in October 1974, and
was tabled. At the time, the
Council indicated reservations about a graduate
program at Madison and
expressed a preference for a
school
in
"a
major
metropolitan area."
VCU applied for a master's
program last fall and was
approved this spring. The
State Council turned down
Madison's request June 7.
"We were ahead of VCU in
communication arts in
development of a curriculum.
We were ready to move into a
master's program before VCU
was," said McConkey, "I have
tXA

At the time Madison applied for a communication
arts master's program, it had
175 undergraduate majors.
Today it has 325 and McConkey predicted nearly 400
majors this fall.
"We might wait a while and
re-submit," he said, "I anticipate that our communication arts enrollment
and offerings will continue to
grow. In a year or so, with 150
or 200 more majors, a similiar
request might be more impressive."
Citing the State Council's
original hesitation at granting
Madison the program, McConkey said, "As far as a

metropolitan area is concerned, I would argue that
Harrisonburg
is a
metropolitan area."
He pointed to WHSV, the
Shenandoah Valley's only
commercial television
station; WVPT, the area's
only public station; and the
Daily News-Record, the
largest Valley newspaper, all
located in Harrisonburg.
Dr. McConkey also noted
that Madison has its own
50,000 watt radio station and
has television production'
facilities on campus.
"VCU has no radio station
and I don't think they have
their
own
television

production facilities," he said.
Also, some Madison
communication arts majors
work as interns at WHSV and
the Daily News-Record, said
Dr. McConkey, "plus the fact
that there are five commercial radio stations in the
area. So we have the same
access to facilities as a big
city, it just so happens we're
a small city."
He added that the
significant difference between
the programs at Madison and
VCU was that "their's is a
professional program,
oriented toward mass media.
Ours is liberal arts based and
oriented in the field of communication theory."

Gifted students dispell stereotypes
By JERRY SPLENDORE
Gifted students? The term
implies mini-geniuses
staggering under armloads of
books, gathering to discuss
Einstein's theory of relativity.
But
discard
these
stereotypes. None of the 22
students in the AnthonySS

COLONIAL HOUSE OF
HAIRSTYLING
Specializing in
Precision Hair Cuts* Perms * Coloring
Please
Feel Free To Try Any Of Our Stylists
1433 SOUTH MAIN ST.

PHONE 433-1588

3 BLOCKS SOUTH OF COLLEGE
i*^**.q.*.*.n

Seeger Campus school's 4week summer session for the
gifted adheres to this
description.
Bubbling,
noisy
and
energetic, these children pass
in and out of the classroom
engaged in a variety of
stimulating activities.
The big difference between
these students and the
average class is that they are
more eager to learn. They are
more "interested" and more
"interesting" said their instructor, Dr. Marguerite L.
Wampler. Discipline
problems are unknown in a
class with this
much
motivation.
Assisted
by
student
teachers Joette Alexander
and Polly Brown, Wampler
has led the children through a
program that includes such

Needs Your
Suggestions
and
Talents
also needed for fall:
paid typists
reporters
writers
mindbogglers
production workers

topics as body language,
psychology, the metric
system and government.
Working with Madison
College professors Virginia
Andreoli, Margaret Driver
and Dr. Romeo Olivas of the
psychology department; Dr.
William Smith of the secondary education department,
and Kenneth Landes of Anthony-Seeger, Wampler has
achieved a curriculum that
exposes the students to new
ideas and challenges they
may not have been able to
obtaine anywhere else.
Classroom experiences are
supplemented by field trips to
related places such as the
Augusta County Jail and
Courthouse for government
studies and WVPT station for
body language classes.
The major project the
students are undertaking for
the session is the construction
of a Bicentennial quilt. They
are not only sewing together
the squares that each student
has designed, but they are
also keeping a complete

FIGHT
CANCER
WITH A
CHECKUP

I

AND A
CHECK

AMERICAN CANCtR SOOTY

record of all expenses and
hours worked by means of a
time card.
The eventual sale of the
quilt, through closed bids, will
expose them to advertising
and merchandising
techniques. Wampler said
that this experience has made
her realize how aware the
students are, as one boy
devised ways to "rip off" the
customer through deceptive
advertising.
Combining fun and learning
in another respect will be an
all-day-all-night "experience
at school." This activity will
consist of one 24-hour period
spent at school. Meals will be
eaten in Gibbon's dining hall,
and the students will sleep on
the classroom floor. The day
will include a watermelon
feast, swimming, and ' a
candlelight tour of Melrose
Caverns.
Wampler said she takes
many cues from the students
themselves. "We try to teach
what they want to learn and
try to help them do what they
want to do better." The image
of the gifted child as being an
egghead, pale, unathletic and
wearing over-sized glasses
must be changed.
Another 4-week session for
6th and 7th graders will be
held from July 13— August 5.

THE
BODY SHOP
Just Arrived
New Assortment

Lee Corduroys
Straight and Flairs
Assorted Colors

New Summer Tops
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66 E. Market St.

(Iontact Roger Wells
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Taxi Driver— a rough and real look at today
fascinating but anticlimactic
By MARK MILLER
'Taxi Driver" directed by
Martin Scorsese, is an interesting, ambitious movie
that needs a more substantial
ending. As he showed in his
earlier "Alice Doesn't Live
Here Anymore," Scorsese
lacks the courage of his
convictions. But at least he
has convictions.
For those who didn't see it,
"Alice" was about a woman's
survival in a predominately
male world. It was pretty
strong contemporary stuff
until it. went sentimental.
"Taxi Driver" is even
stronger contemporary stuff
because it encompasses a
broader social problem— the
decay of the American big
city—but, unfortunately, it
goes sentimental too.
The sentiment doesn't set in
immediately. Paul Schrader's
screenplay centers on Travis
Bickell (Robert DeNiro), an
ex-marine, who lives by
himself in New York City and

cannot sleep. He gets a job as
a taxi driver and becomes the
film's voice against New York
filth.
Through his diary and voice
over narration he complains
about what a mess New York
is, and he hopes that someday
a real rain will come and wash
all the garbage off the streets.
Then, one day on these same
streets, a pretty blonde (Cybil
Shepherd) appears and sure
enough the film's voice
becomes a diluted Romeo.
The relationship that
develops between Travis and
this girl is interesting but
vague. When he meets her for
the first time he is very frank
and direct; he tells her that he
wants to be her friend and
protector. Eventually he takes
her to a porno movie which he
believes is innocent enough,
but she, being offended, walks
out on him permanently.
Because of this rejection
Travis equates her with the
rest of the big city trash and,
at this point, the picture
becomes a little cloudy. Are
the filmmakers telling a sad
story about a broken romance
that leads to Travis' ultimate
insanity? Or are they saying
that this romance, along with
environmental
problems,
contributes to his breakdown?
I don't know.

And neither of these
questions ever gets a definite
answer so we have to conclude
things for ourselves. It is quite
clear, however, that Travis is
becoming psychotic.
Gradually we see him trying
to fight off his misery by
exercising fanatically; he
does push-ups, chin-ups and
lifts weights. We also see him
develop skill with knives and
illegal handguns; in some
scenes he practices with these
weapons by pretending that
an antagonist is in the same
room with him.
And the bitter, threatening
tone of his diary certainly
reinforces the point that this
man is going insane. Thus, we
know that a climax is on the
way and that the taxi driver is
looking for a target, but we
never know exactly why.
Critics are sworn to secrecy
so I won't give away the
climax or target, but even if I
did, there would still be some
confusion. Many scenes in this
picture can be interpreted
several ways—like the one in
which a jealous husband
(Scorsese himself) tells
Travis that he intends to kill
his wife. Is the husband, like
Travis, a victim of a broken
romance or is he simply
another crazy aspect of New
York life that Travis hates?
No matter what he is, the
emphasis of this scene should
have been on .Travis' reaction,
but it really isn't. Throughout
most of this picture we have
two ways of knowing what
Travis is thinking: his diary
and his actions. The rest of the
time which is when he is
reacting we have to assume
impossible because the
character is a psychotic. So
we cannot empathize with
him, we can only watch and
wait.
Ntomatter what he is, the
emphasis of this scene should
have been on Travis' reaction,
but it really isn't. Throughout
most of this picture we have
two ways of knowing what
Travis is thinking: his diary
and his actions. The rest of the
time we must make assumptions, which is impossible
because the character is a
psychotic. So we cannot empathize with him, we can only
watch and wait.
Granted this makes for a
suspensefql movie. Like a
good mystery, this film had
me wondering not only who he
would kill, but when and why
he would finally do it. If his
target is the blonde or the man
she works for, a presidential
hopeful, then sentimental
romance would have to
dominate over social comment as the main theme of the
story. On the other hand, if
Travis kills the people
surrounding
a
young
prostitute (Jodie Foster),
whom he takes a knightly
stance' towards, then social
comment will be the order of
the day.
*
TheYnnTsTiuTflesTKese ideas
well enough to create some
tension, but its ending—which
has the taxi driver re-meeting
the blonde in his cab—is just
more sentiment and- am'
biguity. Does this ending

mean these two are ready for
a normal relationship after
what has happened? Or is this
a message about society's
inability ' to detect
a
psychotic?
I don't mean to pose
questions rather than answers, but I think Schrader
and Scorsese have failed to
transcend the line between
ambiguity and subtlety. No
matter how you view it, this
ending is old-fashioned and it
seems a curious follow-up to a
movie concerned with contemporary life.
But enough of the story.
What "Taxi Driver" really
needed was a knockout performance in the lead and
Robert DeNiro is well up to
the task. As he has shown in

previous films DeNiro has a
strong actorish face that can
communicate
different
emotions when photographed
from various angles—a
natural asset. But he is also
very good with his voice; the
scene in which he tells off the
blonde for ignoring him is one
of his best.
This and other scenes like it
are certainly examples of
good film acting, carefully
planned and well understood.
So, credit this actor for giving
the movie much of its interest.
Not that there aren't other
things to appreciate. Director
Scorsese has paced the movie
briskly, so it is never boring.
He has also shown two skills
that he demonstrated in
"Alice." One is the ability to

use his locations well; the
restaurants, dirty sidewalks
and ghetto areas are all
convincing here. The second is
his flair for credible casting;
the actors,
like their
background, suggest reality
rather than facsimile.
Yet Scorsese seems to be
at cross purposes with himself. When he shows us New
York scum from the taxi
driver's point of view, he is
giving us social comment.
When he focuses on romance,
the story may still have
relevance but the social
comment goes soft. He should
decide between the two, since
obviously he cannot do them
both. "Taxi Driver" will have
to go down as a good movie
that could not make up its
mind.

SideShow
Arts, People
Movies:

All that glitters is notgol
By MARK MILLER
"Lipstick" is presented by Dino
DeLaurentiis and it shows.
This flashy
producer was once attracted to blockbusters
and biblical epics and now seems to be shifting
towards contemporary controversy. Look at
any of his recent movies and see for yourself.
In "Serpico" his topic was the corruption of the
modern day cop, in "Death Wish" it was
mugging, in "Mandingo" it was racism and
sexism, in '"Three Days of the Condor" it was
the CIA and now in "Lipstick" it is rape.

Lipstick

«<*

N lan't always an wxllaMon to a Mm.

Ostensibly, DeLaurentiis knows what the
public wants. He is very adept at the picking
and polishing of his films; he is less successful
at the probing. Otto Preminger, who is like
DeLaurentiis, once made a very good film on
the subject of rape, "Anatomy of a Murder"
in 1959, but that film showed intelligent
picking, polishing and probing. "Lipstick"
only glides superficially over its subject. It's
all nicely garnished on the outside, but pretty
hollow on the inside.
For the scenario DeLaurentiis engaged
David Rayfiel who was one of his writers on
"Condor."
His contrived script goes
something as follows. A model (Margaux
Hemingway) is raped by an intermediate
school music teacher (Chris Sarandon)
presumably because (a) she isn't particularly
interested in his music or him. (b) he is jealous
because of all the men's pictures he sees in her
room or (c) he thinks she uses sex to get what
she wants. He is then arrested, prosecuted and
acquitted. After the acquittal, he shows up to
attack the model's younger sister played by
Mariel Hemingway, and is killed by the model
in an inevitable act of revenge.
This is salty enough to hold the interest and
seldom drags, but is ultimately disappointing
because it is one sided—just an ordinary

revenge story that is a little too familiar. Most
of RayfiePs script is hardly original. There are
"obligatory" scenes in which the girl laments
(stoically) about her accident. There are also
facts about rape that are hue but redundant
and some Kangaroo Court scenes that reek of
cliches.
Maybe these faults are due to budget
limitations. The film is whipped by us too
hurriedly to take in anything in great detail. So
if it is not low budget, then why does it run only
90 minutes, which is not long enough?. And why
does it star Margaux Hemingway as the rape
victim? Because she is a model, not an actress? Like many other models trying to be
actresses, her main failure is vocal. We hear
her raise and lower her voice at different times
to show that she is upset and calm, but she is
too mechanical to be interesting and doesn't
engender the sympathy that a real actress
might have gotten.
Her sister, Mariel, is slightly more at ease.
As the rapist and prosecuting attorney, Chris
Sarandon and .Anne Bancroft are adequate
within the limits of their roles. (Query: Why
does Bancroft accept a flimsy part like this,
yet turn down a role like Nurse Ratchet in
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest".
Rape is a subject not to be taken lightly. But
the sad fact of the matter is that "Lipstick"
really isn't about rape or women's rights or the
leniency of our legal system concerning rape.
It is just about the making of a meretricious
movie.
In this respect, there is a parallel between
"Lipstick" and lipstick in that both have shiny
veneers with little substance. If "Lipstick"
had more substance, less familiarity, more
sincerety in dealing with its subject matter,
then it might have real impact. As it is., it's a
slick, sometimes exciting little movie—a
good piece of cotton candy, worth seeing if you
like cotton candy.

Read the Breeze
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Live magic show
comes to Madison
"Wacky Wizardry" comes
to Madison Thursday, July 8
in a full stage presentation.
Headed by magician-humorist
C. Shaw Smith, this 90 minuteplus show promises laughs,
relaxation and "unusual
entertainment."
"It Is a one-man show with
others," claims Smith,
"straight
out
of
old
vaudeville. It is designed with
pizazz for modern audiences
using a kind of entertainment
many college students laterally have never seen before
in person."
Rabbits, doves and people
become subjects of his
legerdemain. "When a person
vanishes into thin air, that's
more difficult than using thick
air," Smith said.
He and the troupe feel the
show is clever, a little corny
and very friendly. "This is a
traveling show of magic and
illusions, including some
classic and modern illusions
usually seen only on TV,"
claims Smith. "Live magic
shows before live audiences
seem to make the tricks

Campus comments

By TERRY LOONEY
more real-and that's one
reason we claim to be a
Question
Do you find
Genuine Fake Magic Show,"
summer school to be more or
he said laughing.
less interesting than the
Much of the show is tongueregular sessions at Madison?
in-cheek as opposed to the
Why?
heavy and serious magic
shows of earlier years. When
Sherri Southworth: "I like
someone is sawed in two or
summer better because
sliced up in several parts, for
classes are more interesting
instance, it is meant to be
because they are smaller and
funny and mysterious, rather
there is a better studentthan gory and mysterious.
teacher ratio."
A popular master of
ceremonies, after dinner
Lynn Sampson: "Summer
speaker and performer, Smith
is more interesting because
has appeared in 46 of the 50
you get to meet people you
United States and in 27
probably wouldn't get to
countries around the the
otherwise."
world. After finishing college
and teaching English, Smith
entertained 2,000,000 service
men during World War II.
J
The purpose of the Shaw <
Smith performance is to fool
the
people,
but
most
By ROBERTA McCORKLE
especially to give pleasure.
Signing cards pledging to
"A little humor can do wonders in this time of tension,"
uphold the Honor Code is one
said Smith. "It's a great gift
of the first things 1435 freshmen and 447 transfer students
to be able to laugh with other
will do at each orientation
people and especially at
ourselves."
session this summer..
Dr. Elizabeth Finlayson,
^/■yWJWAg^— JIM
Dean of Summer School and
Orientation, said that. the
pledge is an attempt by
Madison to reverse the
current disregard of the
Honor System.
SAT JULY 10,9am-6pm
The orientation sessions
SUN JULY 11, NoonSpm
begin on July 8 and run for
.. Green Valley Auction Barn • Located 2 miles
four weeks with two sessions a
week. Each session has 230
east of Exit Cl. 1-81, ML Crawford, Va.
persons-180 freshmen and 50
Follow signs from 1-81. We will have For Sale
transfers with an "even
approx. 30,000 Books and magazines including
several thousand new Books, many which you
may find useful in your studies. These are
priced at $2 each. Don't miss seeing these! We
also have paperbacks 5 for $1. A large group of
these are on history,, economics etc; so If you
luce Books, come on out to the Book Fair.
You'll be glad you did!

Who makes
our

Leighton Evans "Green Valley Books"
434-8849

•*

HNRGUTTOS
THIS AD WILL MAKE A
20% DIFFERENCE ON A
WHOLE NEW LIFE FOR
t YOUR HAIR.
}
\

I
!

}

Because at Full Tilt we cut your hair to suit your
life, and your style. Person to person, by haircutters
who care. And now through July 15th save 20% on
your cut by bringing this ad when we get together.
Call us for an appointment. It could make the
difference between hair that just grows on your
head, or a whole new great head of hair.

Harrisonburg

Ginny Stehr: "Summer is.
more interesting because
Ron Smith:
"What?
there are fewer people and Personally I tend to favor
you can get to know Ford. Wait, was that the
everybody better."
question?"

Economic
System
work?
Business? Labor?
Investors'5 Government?
If we don't understand
who makes our system
work, and how, we'll
never be able td improve
it. That's why we've prepared this special booklet.
It's free Every American
ought to know what it
says. For a copy, write:
"Economics',' Pueblo,
Colorado
81009

distribution by major," according to Dr. Finalyson.
"We do this because it's easier
for the advisors to handle."
The 16 academic advisors
are specifically trained and
hired for the orientation.
Approximately 98 per cent of
the entering students attend
orientation
and
preregistration in the summer
but there is also a "pick-up"'
session for students unable to
attend in the summer a few
days before the fall session
begins.
None of the pre-registering
students should have any
problems getting the classes
they want, said Finlayson,
because of the weekly adjustments departments are

able to make.
This is the fifth summer for
Madison's orientation and it
seems to be working well.
Residence Hall staffs and
teachers say there is less
confusion the first days of
classes and that students are
much calmer, due to their
previous indoctrination.
Three up campus dorms
will be used to bouse the
orientation participants.
Parents will stay in Gifford,
men in Hoffman and women in
Wayland.
Dr. Finlayson said almost
twice as many parents are
expected as students. 2000
parents
have
already
registered but only half will
stay on campus.

TKE robbery unsolved
Harrisonburg police
reported this week that "there
have been no new developments" in the June 13 robbery
of the Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity house.

The house, at 412 South
Main Street, was robbed of
musical equipment and
electrical appliances valued
at $2300 either late June 12 or
early June 13.
Walter Curt, who lives at
the fraternity house, reported
the theft the morning of June
13.
Stolen in the robbery were
200 records, a turntable,
several amplifiers, an electric
guitar, a portable television
set, and a clock radio.

Schlitz New 12 pak cold 2.89
Case Old Mil Returnable^ 4.59
Falstaff 12 oz. cans cold 1.29
Blue Ribbon 7 oz. 8 pak 1.29
Blue Ribbon 15 gal. Party Keg $26
Coke 4 quarts 99e
Beauty Hot Dogs 6 lb. box 5.49
Hot Dog & Burger Buns 8 paks 3/1.00
■
Snyders Chips Foil Package reg. 99e ■
special 69"
:
:
Sparklers for the 4th
:
•
Check our Specials each week
■

WERNERS'** Store
915 S. High St. -3 Blocks South of Madison

FULL TILT
A Full Line of Great Hair For People

(jfr^ 107 S. Main St.

Jim GaUeher: "I like summer school because there's
less classes to skip. Seriously
though, it's hotter than winter."

Joyce
Carpenter:
"Summer school is better.
There's a more relaxed atmosphere and the classes are
smaller."
Tony Studer:
"I like
summer better because
there's a lot more free time to
allow you to do what you want.
But, there's still a lot of work
to do. I also enjoy having a
room to myself. Summer is
not as good for parties, but
there's still time to improve."

Orientation promotes honor

BOOK FAIR

t

Karen Keck: "Summer is
more interesting in certain
ways because the people are
friendlier and the classes are
more interesting, but you
really have to look for
something to do."

434-1010

ALL BEER HI-TEST

Hours: Sun.-Thur. 8 am-10pm
Friday and Sat. 8 am -11 pm

■
■
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Children learn 'discovery'

Photos

by

Walt Morgan

•••»»*

By JERRY SPLENDORE
Looking like an ad for a
typical summer day camp,
the application for Madison's
Activities Play School reads:
"Let your children learn
exciting new activities
through play experiences.
Take a break - schedule your
tennis lessons or shopping
trips while leaving your
children with us."
"Exciting new activities
through play experiences"
could refer to typical camp
pastimes that most children
are already familiar with.
But there is more here. The
term "play experiences"
actually encompasses various
aspects of modern educational
gymnastics:
body
management skills and
manipulation to stimulate
large and small muscle
development. Art activities
and music are included as
well.
To instructor Jane Kruger
"all life is movement."
"Movement can be the basis
for learning about oneself,
one's environment as well as

esthetics like art. music,
dance." she said.
"Show me how you can be
very big," Kruger ^tells her
class and the kids stretch into
towering heights. When told
to be low, the students slither
around on the floor.
The
concepts of small, high, low,
crooked and straight are
taught in the same manner.
This is the essence of
movement.
Each individual has a
"space," the territory which
he occupies, that is not to be
violated by anyone else. It is
not uncommon for one child to
tell another "you are in my
space!" when he is crowded
or pushed. With guidelines
such as these, the kids begin to
jump, hop,' climb and crawl.
The activities are initiated
by Kruger's giving the
children careful instructions
and asking them questions
about what they are doing.

. This is the "guided discovery
technique" of learning. It
encourages the students to
explore
all
areas
of
movement, from the very
simple, to the more complicated.
Students who achieve a
sensation of movement
perform better in the
classroom, Kruger stated.
Letters and numbers are
nothing more than shapes and
if a student has experienced
shapes and has become these
shapes himself, then he can
grasp them more easily.
Handicapped children that
are blind, deaf, emotionally
disturbed or hvdrocephalic as
well as "normal" children are
participating in this program.
There is no pressure for
students to conform in the
movement classes. Individual
achievement is stressed.
The program continues
throughout the summer.
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They dreamed the impossible dream...
MCAA: Walter Mitty at the plate
At one time or another,
there's always a little "Walter
Mitty" in all of us, harboring
dreams of that championship
season.
The players on the Madison
College Communication Arts
softball team proved no exception. The preseason was
full of imagined championships and the glory they
would bring, and although it
was all fantasy, no one
suspected the possibility of
losing.
Plans for a championship
celebration were in the
making before the first run
was scored. The party was to
be financed by the "error
pot," where each error cost
the guilty player 25 cents.
Everyone joked that the team
would never have a partythere won't be enough errors.
The team won their last
practice game and the first
game of the season which
hadn't made coach Earle
Maiman "so happy since the
pig ate my little sister."
Those games, however,
were no signs of things to
come. The team lost its next
six games in a row, and the
high hopes of the preseason
were soon lost to a state of
depression. Walter Mitty had
suddenly become human
again.
The first of those defeats
was probably the most difficult to swallow. Leading by
four runs going into the

seventh and last inning, the
team managed to give up five
runs in the last half of the
inning.
Last week's joy
had instantly turned into
depression and bewilderment.
This was a feeling the team
would come to know all too
well. The next disaster was
exactly that-a disaster. The
17 - 5 loss was highlighted by
one of the greatest throws in
the league's history. Upon
catching a fly ball James
Morgan, left fielder and team
comedian, let lose with a
throw that was intended for
home plate, but to the dismay
of everybody viewing, flew 50
feet past the plate and landed
in the next diamond-some 250
feet away from the point of
release.
The next tour defeats were
much closer, and consequently, a little tougher to
accept. "If only we'd done
this" and "if it wasn't for that
play," were just two of the
countless excuses used to
explain the losses. The team
was on the verge of giving up
all hope of anything resembling a successful season.
Unbeknown to the team,
the worst was yet to come.
Any reasonable chance of
gaining a berth in the postseason playoffs rested on the
team's ability to win their
remaining seven games,
which would give them a
record of 8 and 6.
The first of these

HAIR MATES
IS REVOLUTIONARY!!

COACH Wendelken inspires his team with a pre—game song and dance.
challenges was against none
other than the league leaders a team from the Good Printers
who were undefeated in seven
outings. The score, which
lopsided in itself couldn't
begin to suggest the disaster
that took place, was 154). The
game reached a premature
conclusion after the fourth
inning because league rules
state that a fifteen fun lead
requires an automatic end to a
game.
This
debacle
was
highlighted by what Earle
Maiman aptly called "the 75
cents play."
The guilty
player, Frank Rathbun,
playing right-center field,
charged a ground ball, caught
it and quickly dropped it,
picked it up again and
dropped it again and then
spent what seemed like
eternity trying to retrieve it
again. Upon finding it he
threw wildly into the infield,
threw his glove to the ground
and wished that he had never
heard of the game of baseball.
Following the game, he
promised the other team
members that he would never
drink before a game again.
"Alright, listen up! If we
beat these guys the first two

rounds are on me." These
words, spokenprior to the next
game by Dave Wendelken, the
newly installed coach of
MCCA team, were to cost him
$19.92.
The
team
somehow
managed to end their 7-game
losing streak. Maybe it was
the coaches' offer of a couple
of free rounds. Or maybe it
was their pride. Regardless of
what caused the turnabout, it
spurred a cautious optimism.
To the delight of its fans and
the disbelief of its players the
MCCA team also won the
following week and visions of
a championship returned.
Much like the "old" New

Drafted by Rangers:

Sample signed
After a brilliant baseball
career at Madison College
Billy Sample, a first team AilAmerican, has signed a "five
figure" contract with the
Texas Rangers of the
American League.
According to Madison
baseball coach Brad Babcock,
who also coached Sample in

somebody's trying to

STEAL YOUR FACE'
POR SHAMPOO, STYLE
CUT & BLOWDRY
(longer hair slightly additional)

HAIRCUTTING FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN

HAIR MATES
381 North Mason
4334458
Abo Wiyntsbwo, Staunton I Richmond

could it be

THE GRATEFUL
*an anewLP
available now
at

MJI

^B
ooj

188 S. Mason St.
Special Orders
Welcome
r.%

V.

■g^jb-

DEAD?

York Mets, the team became
something to love, and at
times something to cheer.
Over cold beer, cokes and
chips, the team realized that if
all of the remaining games
were won they still had a everso-slim chance of reaching the
playoffs.
"We can still go all the
way," exclaimed one player
upon discovering the news.
"We're unbeatable."
Those words of optimism,
however tenuous the grounds
on which they rest, got a
rousing cheer and toast from
the team. The winning feeling
had returned.

CO

RECORDS

the Valley League where he
was the Most Valuable Player
last season, he signed a "five
figure contract that was over
$10,000." Babcock gave no
details about the contract.
Sample, the 228th player
chosen, was drafted in the 10th
round
It had been rumored that
Sample would be chosen
higher, possibly in the first
four rounds.
"It really isn't that surprising, his being chosen in
the late rounds," explained
Babcock. "The pro scouts
weren't sure about his
defensive ability." After
starting two seasons in the
outfield, Sample was moved to
second base this season-a
move designed to give him
more potential in the pro
draft.
Babcock noted that Sample
would probably have a better
chance in the infield.
There is no doubt about
Sample's ability to hit the ball.
This season, the righthander hit .421 with 15 doubls,
and led the team in RBI's.
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Annoucements
Caps andgowns

Play von tin ues
"Shenandoah Song" continues at Melrose Caverns
Playhouse, nightly except
Mondays. The show contains
folklore and legends of the
Valley. An evening here includes a tour of the caverns
and the arts and crafts
gallery. Six miles north of
Harrisonburg on Rt. 11.

WCC eloses
The Warren Campus
Center will close at 12 Midnight on Saturday. July 3rd
and remain closed until 7 a.m.
Tuesday. July 6th.
This
means that the Campus
Center will be closed on
Sunday, July 4th and Monday,
July 5th.

Grad. assistants
The Department of Special
Education has four $2,000
Graduate Assistantships open
for the 1976-77 academic year.
Interested students may
obtain an application from the
Graduate School office. Room
108, Keezell Hall.

Classified
FOR SALE:
Stereo with
Garrard T-Table Jensen II
Spks. Superscope Amp Call
249-4119 after 5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE: Muntz 88 40 Watt
8 Track Jensen I Spks. Call
2494119 after 5:30 p.m.

Those students graduating
in August should order their
caps and gowns at the
bookstore prior to July 15.
Graduation announcements
can also be ordered at the
bookstore prior to July 9.

Mail deliveries
Effective immediately mail
is received at Madison College
at0830 hours only. Mail leaves
Madison College at 0830 hours
and 1630 only.

Faculty promoted
Promotions of 13 faculty
members at Madison College
have been announced by Dr.
Ronald E. Carrier.
The
promotions, effective September 1, were approved by
the Executive Committee of
the Madison Board of Visitors.
Those
receiving
promotions were: Dr. Ben A.
DeGraff, chemistry; Dr.
Earlynn J. Miller, physical
and health education; Dr.
Roddy V. Amenta, geology;
Dr.
Homer W. Austin,
mathematics; Dr. James V.
Couch, psychology; Dr.
Joseph D. Enedy, political
science and geography; Dr.
Carter
G.
Lyons,
mathematics; Dr. Frederick
C. Mortimer, political science
and geography; Dr. Cameron
C. Nickels, English; Dr.
Jackson Ramsey, business
education; Dr. Beverly P.
Silver, biology; Dr. William
D. Smith, education; and Mr.
Lowell M. Watkins, music.

VALLEY SPORTS CENTER

25 Eost Water Street
Harrisonbura. VA
Your Puma & Adidas Headquarters ,

MID-WAY ARCO GROCERY
All Types of Snacks
Beer

Soft Drinks

One Block So. of Campus
on Main St.
Fri. - Sun. 7:30-10:30
Mon - Thur. 7:30 - 10:00
Also Self Service Gas
VERTICAL OPEN-VIE W
CASSETTE" DECK
WITH ANRS
Wow & Flutttr: 0.09%
(WRMS)
S/N Ratio: 52dB at 1kHz
without ANRS. Improved by!
at 1kHz and 10dB
at 5kHz or more
with ANRS~

JVC I920
Sug. List $250
SPECIAL $210

2010 EDGEWOOD RD
•

A program designed to
provide children ages 3 - 6
with an integrated learning
experience will be conducted
July 12 to August 5. The
program will meet at the
Anthony Seeger Campus
School and will draw from
modern educational gymnastics, music, dance, and art
activities. The cost is $35 per
child and applications may be
obtained by calling 434-6247.
after 6 p.m.

Student handbook

!•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•«•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■

Cold Cuts

Child enrichm en l

434-4722$

4 Ml. PAST HO JO'S ON PT. REPUBLIC
LEFT ON WESTMORELAND RT. ON
EDGEWOOD

Student Handbooks are
available for summer session
students who are attending
Madison College for the first
time. The Handbook contains
important
information
regarding student services,
and College policies. All new
students should come by
Alumnae Hall Room 104,
anytime between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m. to pick up their
copies of the handbook.

SWAP SHOP
Used Furniture

In order to accommodate
changes in the summer
orientation program, the
schedule for the planetarium
program
"Scorpio
to
Pegasus" is changed to include the following dates:
July 27. 28 and August 3, 4. 5.
The planetarium programs
will be held in the Miller Hall
Planetarium at 7:00 p.m.

\

Coittui is
Lorren
pBEAim b.^LuNJ
S

434-7375

|

S 48 W. ElizabethS

Need help
A special direct phone line
has been established to the
"Listening Ear." Individuals
wishing to discuss a personal
concern with complete confidentiality and annonymity
or persons who need information about community
resources and services may
call "Listening Ear" by
dialing campus phone 4336444.

A 13' STAMP
C0UU) HELP SAVE
YOUR FRIEND'S UFE.
For free information, write to:
DRl'NK DRIVER. Bor2345
Rockville. Maryland 20852

20" Off On\
Whopper
I Or whaler \
COUPON

i
LIMIT
f ONE PER PERSON

In

f PLEASE PRESENT

0

ANTIQUES
60 W. Market

I;JK!

\

Planetarium

434-8727

f Madison College

HOT OFF THE PRESS i I "IT

Grace Slick And
The Jefferson
Starship
Have A New Release

"SPITFIRE"
the songs are:

Harrisonburg I

.use
the »n

rio£.

NEW!!!
nynfc
fashion magic
and more...

CHECK US OUT
new location

"CRUSIN"
"St. CHARLES"
"SWITCHBLADE"
"HOT WATER"
»
DANCE WITH THE DRAGON"
and
Marty Balin's New Love Song
<t
WITH YOU"

30 S. Main St.

ALSO JUST IN AT THE MUSE

Wayloh Jennings New

"ARE YOU READY FOR THE COUNTRY"

TURQUOISE SPECIALS
For Opening Week
INDIA IMPORTS
AT THE RED STORE W/R AINBO W ASTRO TURF

